
META FORCE

2013:  The  META FORCE consists  of  Dario  Zlomislic  aka "Dario  Scenario",  who 
formerly lived in a monastery as a catholic monch for 8 years (still having turntables 
and his favourite record within reach) until he decided to return to the urban life for 
blessing people with his DJ sets (Haters Make Me Laugh f.e.) and reflections about 
hiphop and life in general. Anticipating the future he collected plenty of crates waiting 
to be sort out and conducted. The other part is Robert von Klitzing aka "Astronut", 
who made his first steps in Djing and producing beats (formerly under the name 
Klitbeats, youthful indiscretion) at about 13, getting a hold of two turntables and a 
few records after being confirmed in a protestant church. Later he learned to play the 
drums and began to discover music beyond the hiphop field which for both was their 
initial point in music. Both being DJs, they were meant to meet in Frankfurts most 
eclectic and beloved record store, the "Pro Vinyl" (R.I.P.). Dario and Astronut were 
introduced to each other by Mr. Pro Vinyl, Dusan Heric who turned to be a steady 
advisor  (if  not  even something  like  an invisible  commander  of  the  Orion7 ship). 
Sharing  a  deep  love  for  music  and  especially  90's  Hiphop  instrumentals  Dario 
Scenario & Astronut teamed up as META FORCE in 2011 producing the first beats of 
"Orion7".  Subsequently destiny had  the plan to bring  them together with Charly 
Bless, an outstanding female MC, who then rapped on several of their beats, "What 
You Wanna Know" is one of the concluding songs. You should definetly listen to Miss 
Bless's other songs as well (http://charlybless.bandcamp.com/)!! Last but not least 
Nora Mohr, student at HFG Offenbach, made the delicious artwork! Have a good 
flight and landing! Orion 7 is taking off!

Astronut wants to say:
R.I.P. to Robert Bergamini, I dedicate this album to you in memory and your family in 
condolence. I wish salvation to your soul and pray for you. I still hear our tracks on 
the Mp3-Player and I miss you as a friend!
Furthermore I greet & thank: My family for support and love, TTS ,CN for inspiration, 
Kenzee, Onegin, Batez, John E, Chris Stiller, Cellard'or, RadioX, Space Commander 
EzzE Dusz,  Dario of course, Lorenzo Dolce, All the Spirits in The Sky, Charly Bless 
& Jules Jefferies, Angesom & Asmorom Teckie  Im Herzen Afrikas, Basilo Mbengue, 
Bertram Ritter, Nachttierhaus, Jules Jefferies, Mo und AirFussOne von Soultrain, 
Nora Mohr, Maya and whole Afro-Ton, Denis Agel the Highpriest who brought me 
Svenja my beloved warrioress, Carlos at Doccione, Wolf Dieter Storl, Sybille & 
Ronald, DawgLipid Seba... and many many more, please excuse if I forgot to 
mention you! You are all In my Heart anyway! Thanks For being there! Blessings to 
the Universe!

Dario's shouts: Astronut (for the tight time in Bornheim - hours of sampling and 
production), Easy Dusch (LLC), NoraNora for the artwork. Enjoy the art of 
music!

http://charlybless.bandcamp.com/

